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     This is an official  Acceptance Letter  form  Tikrit Journal of Engineering Sciences

MS.Id: TJES1758
Author/Authors Name: Thaker S.
Dawood, Basim M. Fadhil, Dlair O.
Ramadan

  MS.  Title: Experimental Characterization of Glass /Carbon Hybrid Composite Reinforced by
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Dear Thaker S. Dawood, Basim M. Fadhil, Dlair O. Ramadan:

Greeting and Cong. we have reached a decision regarding your submission to Tikrit Journal of Engineering Sciences, "Experimental Characterization of Glass /Carbon
Hybrid Composite Reinforced by SiO2 Nanoparticles". 
Our decision is to: Accept the Manuscript

              Prof. Dr. Aziz I. Abdulla,                 TJES Editor in Chief ,                  Date:  24/06/2024

 

Important Notices

The editor reserves the right to cancel the acceptance of publication at any time and in the following cases:
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If it is revealed before the publication of the research that the plagiarism percentage is high.
If it is found that there is a violation of publishing ethics.
If it is discovered that there are sources in the reference list that are unrelated to the research.
The researcher's inability to prepare the final version of the research by the deadline.

Furthermore, the editor has the right to cancel the acceptance of a research publication and inform all the databases that have indexed the research of this cancellation for
one or more of the following reasons:

Violation of publishing ethics.
The presence of sources in the reference list that are unrelated to the research.
The emergence of a conflict of interest.
A complaint filed against the research by any party.

What next

-Upload final version including full deatails about authors(E-mail-Affiliation and ORCID)

please note : must upload final version in copyediting tab (not in submission or review tab) 

-You must re-write your article according to Author Guideline.

-If you use EndNote program you must download TJES references style form our website , you can find it in Author Guidlines (or click here). Also, you can find Mendeley
Style in Author Guidelines.  If you can't use it correctly you can arrange references manually.

-You may add new references form our journal. To see new article published in tikrit journal of engineering sciences click here.

-The submission will convert to copyedit

-TJES copyedit will contact you via discussion if he needs any details or modification

-After complete copyedit the manuscript is converted to production

-The production assigned by  TJES proofreading 

-After your correct your article according to proofreading comments, the TJES copyedit will prepare the final copy for publication.

-If you don't have any comments you need to give your agreement to publication.

-The copyeditor start the publication process

Best Regards
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